ABSTRACT. Multiresource queuing systems are of particular maportance in modding compnter systems because a job must have access to a processor and main memory sunultaneousIy in order to proceed. Existing methods of determining maximum processing rates for multiresourcequeuing systems are limited to small memory sizes because problem compleraty grows exponentially with increasing memory size. By restneting our attention to a particular scheduling discipline (first-come-first-loaded or FCFL) and treating memory as the limiting resource, methods of calculating maximum processing ~ates of memory bound systems for reahstic mare memory sizes are derived. The distribution of the number of jobs loaded under the FCFL pohey is given m terms of a convolution of the memory request size distribution. The time averaged behavior of the number of loaded jobs is also found. Finally, the framework is extended to allow multiple job classes in the input stream. The results of fins approach allow one to estimate main memory size requirements from a workload characterization given m terms of arrival rate, memory size distribution, and CPU service rate.
Introduction
In a series o f papers [18, 20--22] O m a h e n and Maratbe have defined and explored some o f the properties o f multiresource queuing systems. I n their terminology [21] a multiresource queuing system is a single congestion point associated with a n u m b e r o f resources. Each arriving job simultaneously requires some combination o f those resources in order to be processed. The primary result o f their approach is an algorithm [211 for calculating the capacity bound (or m a x i m u m processing rate) o f a multiresource queuing system. Their solution is based on solving a linear programming problem in which the proportions of time spent b y the system in each o f its feasible states are'the unknowns. Equality constraints for the problem are derived using Little's result [17] and the law o f total probability.
Such queuing systems are particularly important in the modeling o f computer systems, where a j o b must have access to both main m e m o r y and a processor in order to proceed. One problem with using a multiresource queue to represent this dual resource queuing system is that the n u m b e r o f feasible states grows exponentially with increasing main m e m o r y size. For example, in [9] it is shown that for a two-462 R.M. BRYANT processor system with 100 blocks of memory, there are more than 190,000,000 feasible states. It is unlikely that a linear programming package will ever be written which can handle this number of independent variables. For this reason, the applications of Omahen and Marathe's theory have only been made to systems with very small main memory sizes. (In [21] an example is solved for a system with eight blocks of main memory.)
In this paper we are concerned with determining maximum processing rates of processor and memory dual resource queuing systems for realistic main memory sizes (hundreds of blocks of memory). We treat memory as the limiting resource; hence we are concerned with "memory bound" systems. To do this, we assume a specific scheduling discipline. Thus we lose the advantage of Omahen and Marathe's approach, which allows one to determine the optimal schedule with respect to throughput.
R~LATED WORK. Papers concerned with analytically modeling the simultaneous use of processors and memory can be divided into two groups, depending on whether the multiprogramming level (MPL) is constant or allowed to vary in relation to the memory sizes of loaded jobs. Models of the first type are discussed in [15, 16, 19] and apply to paging systems with a fLxed upper limit on the MPL and a saturated memory queue. Such models are often insensitive to small changes in main memory size or to any change in the memory size request distribution not reflected by a change in the mean. Models of the second type, as applied to paging systems, have been studied by Brandwajn [5] [6] [7] and Gelenbe [2, 14] . The effect of memory size in these models is modeled indirectly through the use of lifetime functions. Models of the variable MPL type in which the memory request size distribution is an explicit input have been studied by Bard [3] and by Brown et al. [8] . In this paper we simplify some of the results of [3] and place some of the results of [8] on a rigorous foundation.
Another class of papers deals with memory allocation in swapping systems. Betteridge [4] considers a Markov-chain model of memory allocation with contiguous placement of each job's address space. Once again the exponential growth of the state space limits application of this approach to very small memory sizes. Buzen and Rubin [1 l] discuss the effect of compaction in swapping-type computer systems. They derive a formula for calculating the distribution of residual (unused) core which will be present even when as many jobs as possible are loaded into memory. We discuss the relation between these results and the results of this paper in Sections 2 and 3. For a more detailed survey of the literature see [9] . NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS. We consider a computer system with M independently allocatable units (blocks) of main storage. We assume that the size of the main memory is the limiting resource in the system; thus as many jobs as possible are loaded at any given time. The remaining jobs wait in a queue (the memory queue), and we assume that the arrival rate of jobs is high enough that the memory queue is never allowed to become empty. We also assume that no external storage fragmentation takes place. This is equivalent to assuming that memory is compacted at each job departure time [l 1] or that paging hardware is used to eliminate external storage fragmentation [3] . We require, however, that the entire storage requirement of a job must fit into main memory before the job can be loaded. Finally, we assume that jobs are loaded strictly in the order of their arrival, that is, the loading policy is firstcome-first-loaded (FCFL).
The resource requirements of each job are represented by the pair of independent random variables (X,, S~). X, denotes the storage requirement (in blocks) of the ith 463 job; the sequence {X,) is assumed to be i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) with distribution F(x) and density f(x ). The Xt are required to be integer valued with 1 _< X~ __< m, where m _< M. X, can be interpreted as either the program size of the ith job in a swapping system or as the working set size of the ith job in a paging system. St represents the service time requirement of the ith job. The sequence (St} is i.i.d, with an exponential distribution of parameter #.
Let L(t) denote the number of loaded jobs (the MPL) at time t, and let P denote the number of processors on the system, 1 _< P ___ oo. We assume that ifL(t) <__ P, then each job is assigned its own processor and each job receives service at a unit rate. If L (t) > P, then processor sharing [12] takes place, and each job receives service at the rate of P/L (t). When a job's service requirement has been satisfied, its memory space is freed, and as many jobs as possible are loaded from the memory queue. This process is assumed to occur instantaneously. We let tl = 0, and for k > 1 we let tk denote the departure time of the (k -1)st job to leave the system; we note that jobs need not depart in the same order in which they arrive. Let Lk ----L(t~) be the MPL just after the (k -l)st job departs. We call the sequence {Lk} the MPL sequence.
Throughout this paper we use subscripts to indicate particular members of a sequence, for example, Xk. Uppercase letters are (usually) used to indicate random variables; lowercase letters indicate values for the associated random variables. Boldface is used to indicate vector quantities, and superscripts are used to indicate the elements of a vector. Thus Z~ is thejth element of Zk, the latter being a random vector. Square brackets are used to indicate events (such as IX--x]). The probability of this event is denoted by Pr{X = x}; the expected value of the random variable X is denoted by E{X) or 3(. SUMMARY OF RESULTS. In Section 2 we explore the properties of the distribution of memory sizes of jobs in system at time tk. We show that under the loading policy FCFL, this distribution is the same at time tk as it is at time tl. Then in Section 3 we use this result to determine properties of the MPL sequence {Lk}. In particular, we determine the marginal distribution of (Lh }. Section 4 contains an extension of these results to the process L(t), and we consider some applications. Finally, in Section 5 we generalize this framework to allow for multiple job classes. (Zk) Let the vector Zk = (Z~, Z~ ..... Z~) represent the memory sizes of the oldest M jobs in system at time tk. Here Z~ is the memory requirement of the oldest job, Z~ is the memory requirement of the second oldest job, and so forth. PROOF. See [10] . [] We now present a theorem which gives the form of the stationary distribution for {Zk}. In its proof we use the following notation. PROOF. We show that ~r(x) = ~y ¢r(y)P(y, x) when ~r has the given form. We have We also note that
The Memory State Vector Sequence
The surprising aspect of Theorem 2.2 is that the stationary distribution ~r is the same as the one which would result if we had defined h(Zk) ---I. Now h(Zk) -1 corresponds to a first-in-first-out (FIFO) departure process, while the departure process we have been describing may be called a random departure process, because the next departing job is chosen at random from the set of loaded jobs. Thus Theorem 2.2 states that the distribution ~r is the same under the FIFO departure rule as it is under any departure rule which chooses the next job to depart at random from the set of loaded jobs. (This observation is also made in [41 and [ll] .) Furthermore, the proof shows that this statement is true for any departure rule in which the choice of the departing job is made independently of memory size, provided only that the first job has a nonzero probability of departing. Finally, we see that since the form of ~r does not depend in any way on a(j, k), we may allow Pr(Dn ]L,,} to be a function ofn. The resulting Markov chain, while no longer time-homogeneous, must still have the unique stationary distribution given in Theorem 2.2.
The MPL Sequence {Lk) As a Function of (Zk)
Because {Lk} can be represented as (h(Zk)), we can immediately derive several basic properties of the MPL sequence. (ii) Suppose that (1) PROOF. (i) and (ii) follow from the facts that Lk = h(Zk) and (Zk) is a stationary Markov chain.
(iii) This follows from a theorem [23] which states that if { Y,,} is a Markov chain with stationary distribution ,r and g is a measurable function on the state space of (Yn}, then { g(Yn)) satisfies the strong law of large numbers, and
Other authors have proved results similar to T h e o r e m 3.1. Buzen and Rubin [11] evaluate the distribution of residual (unused) core after all possible jobs have been loaded from a never-empty m e m o r y queue. They show that under the F C F L policy, the distribution of the size of residual core is the same after the kth loader activation as it was after the first one. In part (i) of the theorem we showed that the distribution of the n u m b e r of jobs in m e m o r y after the kth loader activation is the same as the distribution of n u m b e r of jobs in m e m o r y at the first loader activation. It appears that these two results are equivalent; however, we will not pursue this matter any further. Bettendge [4] also proves a result similar to (i) in the case m = M. Parts (ii) and (iii) seem to be new results.
By our construction it is clear that (Lk) does not form an independent sequence of r a n d o m variables. As a matter of fact, (Lk} need not be a Markov chain, as the following example indicates. However, this event has probability 0, since the state (1, 1, 1) is unreachable in one transition from (1, l, 2). The only possible destinations from (1, 1, 2) are (1, 2, l) and (1, 2, 2). Thus Pr{Lk = 3 I Lk_l = 2, Lk-2 ----3) ~-0, and therefore {Lk} is not a (onestep) Markov chain. [] We now turn to the problem of evaluating the marginal distribution of Lk.
THEOREM 3.3. The marginal distribution of Lk is given by Pr(Lk = n} = F(n)(M) -F(n+I)(M), where F t") denotes the n-foM convolution of F with itself.
PROOF. Pr(Lk = n} = Pr{L1 = n) by T h e o r e m 3.1. Thus Pr(Lk = n} = Pr(LI_> n} -P r { L I _ n + l} = P r X~ < M -P r X~ <<_M
= F(")(M) -F{"+I}(M).
Note. This result is a basic formula from renewal theory [24] .
[] Bard [3] and Betteridge [4] both observed that Pr{Lk=n}ffi 2 Pr
However, the i'act that the right-hand side is indeed a difference between two convolutions was not observed until [1] . Because Pr{Lk = n} can be expressed in this way, it can be evaluated exactly by directly performing the convolutions or approximately by using a normal approximation for F°°(M).
Time-A veraged Behavior of the M P L Sequence
Since only loaded jobs receive service, it is reasonable to assume that job interdeparture times depend only on the number of jobs loaded. So let Yk = tk+l -tk be the time between departures of the (k -1)st and kth jobs to leave the system. For the moment we drop our exponential service time assumption. Let Pr( Y~ <_ y lLk = n } = G,~(y) denote the distribution of Yk, given n jobs loaded. We assume for each n, 1 < n _< M, that
Furthermore, we require that Yk depends on the other Y, only through the MPL sequence, that is,
Hence, given a particular MPL sequence, the associated sequence (Yk} is an independent sequence of random variables. Finally, let us redefine the memory state vector sequence {Zk) as a function of t as follows:
AS defined, Z(t) is a vector-valued semi-Markov process, and L(t) ffi h(Z(t)).
Since {Lk} obeys the strong law, and since given {Lk}, the sequence {Yk} is independently distributed with finite mean, it follows that LEMMA 4.1. With probability 1,
Let D(t) be the number of job departures which have occurred at time t. Because { Yk} obeys the strong law, we can show, using standard arguments (see, e.g., [24] Under these assumptions we can easily derive (using Corollary 4.4) a general formula for the mean number of jobs loaded, given P processors and M blocks of memory, which we denote by/~(P, M):
In certain cases this equation takes a particularly simple form. For example, if P ffi 1, then #~ -# (pure processor sharing), and
Similarly, if P -oo (sufficient servers), then #~ ffi i#, and
Example 4.6 . Balancing the number of processors and the amount of memory attached to a computer system. We continue to consider the system of Example 4.5.
If P </], then all processors are nearly always busy and the system is processor bound rather than memory bound. If P >_ E,, then the system becomes memory bound rather than processor bound. In such a case one might wish to answer the question, "Given tha~' our system is memory bound, how much of the time will at least one processor be idle owing to the fact that not enough jobs can be loaded to keep all processors busy?" Let us call this fraction of time PI(P, M). If P~ is large, 
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Examining the values of Px(P, M) for various memory sizes M would allow one to balance the amount of memory on the system to the number of processors P in an intelligent way.
Suppose for example that M = 100, P = 2, and F(x) is the discrete uniform distribution on the integers 1 to 100. Since the mean memory size of arriving jobs is 50.5, it might seem that both processors will be busy most of the time. Actually this is not quite so. Table I gives selected values of Pz(2, M) for M between 100 and 200.
From these values we see that the system as described is memory bound until M increases beyond 170. Thus it seems that the minimum amount of memory which should be attached to our hypothetical system is about 170 blocks. I'q Example 4.7. Maximum processing rate of a memory bound system. In this example we give a capacity bound similar to (but computable for much larger memory sizes than) that of [21] . We then use this capacity bound to estimate the amount of memory a hypothetical system requires in order to process its workload. We begin by observing that the mean job interdeparture time in our model is E { I"1}; therefore the job departure rate, given that the memory queue is never empty, is 1/E{YI}. If the memory queue does become empty, then the departure rate can only decrease. Thus I/E{Y1} is the maximum service rate which the system can sustain. Let R*(P, M) denote this maximum service rate when there are P processors and M memory blocks on the system. Now suppose that jobs arrive at our system according to a Poisson process of rate ?~. Clearly, if>, > R*(P, M), then the system will be overloaded. Thus we may think of R*(P, M) as the maximum processing rate which the system can supply. We note that if h > P#, ,then increasing the amount of memory will not change R*(P, M), since there are not enough processors to service the offered workload. So let us assume that A < P#. In such a system, throughput increases with memory size until /S _> P, and the system is memory rather than processor bound. For such a system, a reasonable question to ask is, "What is the smallest memory size M we can use to serve the workload without overloading the system?" Clearly, this value of M is the smallest value which makes R*(P, M) > ~.
In particular, let us assume that A = 8, # = 1, P = 20, F(x) is the uniform discrete distribution on 1 to 100 blocks, and the processor model of Example 4.5 applies. To get an approximate idea of the amount of memory required, we examine Table II and fred that between 400 and 500 blocks of main memory are needed. Table III is a freer resolution version of Table II , and examination of Table III indicates that approximately 440 blocks of memory are required in order to service the workload. Actually, one should probably attach more than 440 blocks of memory to the system in order to avoid the congestion problems associated with heavily utilized systems. []
A Multiple Class Model
In this section we generalize the framework used to solve the examples of Section 4 to allow for the case of multiple job classes. Distinct job classes may have distinct mean service times and processor scheduling models, so that a mixture of CPUbound and I/O-bound job classes can be described. For notational simplicity we restrict our attention to the case of two job classes; we will indicate how to extend the analysis to an arbitrary number of classes. We give an approximate solution to this model and estimate its accuracy by comparing it to a detailed simulation of the model. We then describe an application of this solution to a problem similar to that of Example 4.7.
Let p, be the probability that a job is a member of class l, i = 0, 1. The class of a job is assumed to be independent of the job's memory requirement and the class memberships of all other jobs. The service time requirement of a class-i job is exponentially distributed with parameter ~t '. We let L,(t) be the number of class-i jobs loaded at time t, and we define Lk,, = L,(t~).
Let P~ be the number of class-i processors attached to the system, 1 _< P, _< oo. A class-/job may receive service only from a processor of class i. The processor scheduling model assumes processor sharing within each class with a maximum of one processor assigned to each job. Thus, if P, >_ L,(t), then each class-i job is assigned its own processor and receives service at a unit rate. If L(t) > P,, then the class-i processors are equally shared among the class-i jobs and each job receives service at the fractional rate PffL,(t). Now let Yk,, be the time from th until the next job of class i is ready to depart. If Lk,, = 0, then we may put Yk,, = ~ with probability 1. If Lk,~ > 0, then Yk,~ has exponential distribution with parameter/z .... where n = L~,~ and =~n# ~ if P,_>n,
The job departure model is based on the assumptions that the next job to depart will be a class-t job if Yk,, < Yk,l-, and that all members of the chosen class are equally likely to depart. From these assumptions it follows that Yk =a tk+l --tk = min(Yk,0, Yk,1), from which one may calculate the distribution of Yk in terms of Lk,,.
Now let C(t) = (cl(t), cZ(t) ..... cM(t)), with c'(t) = 0 or 1, represent the class memberships of the jobs present in the memory state vector Z(t). Then it is clear that {Z(t), C(t)) is a Markov process.
Before we state our solution we need to define some new quantities. Let us suppose for the moment that L(t) = L for all t. Then whenever a job departs, precisely one job is loaded into core, and Lk,o (as well as Zk,x) can only increase or decrease by one. Therefore Lk,0 is a birth-death chain with transition probabilities given by 
E(YkIL(t) =-L, Lk,o = j) --#j,o + #L-j,1"
Using these quantities, we can evaluate the stationary distribution of the number of class-O jobs loaded, given L(t) ~-L, which we denote by ~rL(x). From *rL we can the mean job and that the time-averaged number of dass-0 jobs loaded can be approximated by
We observe that the last term on the right in each equation is merely the probability of finding L(t) = L. These last two equations are based on the assumption that each birth-death chain {Lk,o) (obtained by conditioning on L(t) =-L) reaches the equilibrium distribution ~rL. However, this is not the way the system behaves, since L(t) is continually changing. On the other hand we observe that if (Wk} is an identically distributed ergodic sequence of random variables and if for each j, (Uk(J)) is a birth-death chain with stationary distribution ~rj, then with probability 1,
Since {Lk) is known to be an identically distributed and ergodic sequence of random variables, the parallel between the above and eqs. Since the state space of this random walk is finite, its discrete-time stationary distribution can (theoretically) be determined. From the discrete-time stationary distribution and the quantities
we can calculate the time-averaged stationary distribution of job types loaded, given L(t) = L, which we call ¢rL(x). Given ¢rL,/S and/~, can be found by straightforward generalizations of eqs. 
Now we are ready to state our solution• We conjecture that the time-averaged mean number of jobs loaded for this two-dass model can be approximated by [10] .) I n e a c h t a b l e we h o l d t w o o f t h e t h r e e p a r a m e t e r s y, M , a n d po c o n s t a n t w h i l e a l l o w i n g t h e o t h e r p a r a m e t e r to vary. I n all cases t h e a g r e e m e n t b e t w e e n t h e s i m u l a t i o n a n d a n a l y t i c m o d e l s is good. [ ] Example 5.2. Maximum processing rate of a memory bound system subjected to a mixed workload. G i v e n t h e s y s t e m d e s c r i b e d i n t h e last e x a m p l e , let u s s u p p o s e t h a t j o b s a r r i v e at t h e s y s t e m a c c o r d i n g to a P o i s s o n p r o c e s s o f r a t e 2,, a n d let u s c o n s i d e r t h e q u e s t i o n , " D o e s t h e s y s t e m h a v e s u f f i c i e n t c a p a c i t y to h a n d l e t h e w o r k l o a d without being overloaded?" We can give an answer to this question by comparing the arrival rate of each class of job to the maximum service rate attainable by the system. As we pointed out in Example 4.7, this maximum service rate occurs when the system is subject to an saturation workload, so that the analysis of this paper applies.
The arrival rate of CPU-bound jobs is p~, and their maximum service rate is #o jobs per second, provided f-.o >--I. If not, then the service rate drops to I.,o/t °. Therefore, in order to process the CPU-bound portion of the workload we must have p0~ -< #o iff-,o -1; otherwise we must havep0~ _< f_,o# °.
If this condition is satisfied, then we may determine whether the system can process the I/O-bound portion of the workload. The arrival rate of I/O-bound jobs is p l~ and their maximum service rate is L,t# 1. We must haveplA ___/~t# 1 in order to process this portion of the workload.
If the overall system is to be stable, then both of these conditions must be satisfied. We have therefore only argued that these are necessary conditions for system stability and not sufficient conditions.
If we consider the case ~ = 7.0, po --0.50, #o __ 4.0, and #1 = 1.0 (i.e., y --0.25), then we see from Table IV that £o > 1 for M _> 200, and hence the condition poA -< #o is satisfied for all memory sizes except M = 100. Processing of I/O-bound jLobs is clearly the bottleneck. Examining the table, we see that the condition plh -< 1# 1 is satisfied for memory sizes M = 400 or larger. Therefore, at least 400 blocks of memory need to be attached to this system in order to service the workload. Further refinements of this estimate could be made by calculating/~1 for M values between 300 and 400.
We note that increasing memory size is not the only change which may have to be made in order to obtain the desired system capacity. If in the current example the arrival rate were to increase to h = 10, then no amount of memory will allow the system to handle the workload. This is because the arrival rate of CPU-bound jobs is five jobs per second while the maximum possible service rate is four jobs per second. The only choices given the system designer in this case are to increase the speed or the number of processors. []
Concluding Remarks
We have constructed a model of storage allocation which includes the memory request size distribution as an explicit parameter. Using this model, we were able to show that the MPL sequence under the loading policy was strongly stationary, and we were able to derive the marginal distribution of the M P L From this distribution and the distribution of job interdeparture times given n jobs loaded (Gn(y)) we then determined the time-averaged distribution of jobs loaded, and for the case of exponential service times we derived the maximum processing rate of a system with P processors and M blocks of memory. These results were then generalized to handle the case of a mixed I/O-and CPU-bound workload. We also showed how to use these results to determine whether the main memory size of a computer system was sufficient to handle a particular workload. We believe these results to be applicable to real problems of computer system configuration design.
We have considered only the loading policy FCFL. To the best of the author's knowledge, this is the only nontrival loading policy for which a theorem like Theorem 2.2 (and hence Theorem 3.3) holds. Loading policies such as first-fit-with-skip [8] , random, and smallest-(or largest-) memory-size-first do not create strongly stationary MPL sequences [9] . Any formula which claims to give the distribution of the MPL under such a loading policy should be considered an approximation until a theorem analogous to Theorem 3.3 can be proved.
Although we have not considered the application of these results to an entire computer system model, it is clear how to proceed in this direction. If we represent the transitions of jobs in main memory by a closed network of queues, then the rate of transitions in this network is much higher than the rate at which the MPL changes. 476 R.M. BRYANT Such a model is therefore nearly completely decomposible [13] , with the memory interface forming a natural boundary for the system aggregates. One can then approximate Gn(y) as an exponential distribution with parameter It,,, where It,, is calculated as the reciprocal of the mean job departure time from the closed network model when there are n jobs in the network. For an example of this approach see [9] .
Appendix. Evaluation of Ft,,)(x )
To evaluate F<n~(x), f<")(x) is first evaluated by the recurrence relation f<n~(x) = ~ ft"-l~(x -y)f(y), To calculate f<n+X~(x) from f<n)(x), one clearly needs to save ft,,~(x). This takes a maximum of mnm~x words, m more words are required to store f(x). Finally, the same storage space can be used to store f¢'°(x) and f~,,+l~(x), provided the most recently calculated m values off(,,+l)(x) are saved temporarily somewhere else. This gives a total storage requirement of m(n~ + 2) words.
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